
Victoria Park, 503/69 King George
Street
MODERN, RENOVATED APARTMENT

You must view this stylish, contemporary and ever so practical 1 bedroom
apartment located on the fifth floor, of a private and secure complex, just a short
stroll to vibrant cafes, bars, shops and renowned eateries on Perth's most vibrant
cafe strip. Within footsteps of city buses and minutes away from City and Curtin
University, you cannot get a better location in Victoria Park than this.

Finished to a high standard and with clever use of space the property has been
refurbished with a custom built kitchen with heaps of benchtop space, white
subway splash backs, modern appliances, internal lighting and enormous
storage! The living area merges effortlessly with the balcony which runs the full
width of the property - an excellent spot to relax and unwind after a long day at
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work.

The master bedroom is good sized and features rendered walls, soft feel carpet
and quality timber look vinyl material on the bed backdrop. The accompanying
ensuite is light, bright and  sleek with floor to ceiling tiling, vanity counter, framed
shower and quality fittings throughout.

Key Features:
*   Renovated apartment
*   Split system air con
*   Gas cooking
*   Built-in robe with mirrored doors
*   Wide balcony
*   Custom built kitchen
*   Communal laundry
*   Internal lifts
*   Intercom
*   Swimming pool
*   Secure undercover parking
*   NBN ready
*   Public transport nearby
*   Outstanding location

- Sorry, no pets
- Unfurnished - items in photos are NOT INCLUDED
- 6 or 12 months initial lease term

IMPORTANT
**   Please make sure that you access from King George Street through the
pedestrian gate and wait in lobby

Would you like to inspect this property? Please register all intended attendees
details by requesting/booking an inspection. With the new COVID legislation
anyone who doesn't register will not be admitted entry. You all will be sent details
of available viewing times or be notified as soon as a time becomes available.

All intended attendees must book/register for a specific viewing time, otherwise
we will not be able to contact you should the viewing be cancelled or the time
changed.

Please note: Due to the COVID-19 situation, for some still tenanted properties we
are showing a Video Walk Through, instead of Home Opens. Then, you must APPLY
and be PRE-QUALIFIED, in order to arrange a private viewing. To obtain the video
link and details of how to apply, please register your details and all the
information will be emailed to you.

Alternatively, call our office on 08 9473 7777.
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More About this Property

Property ID 53NCFFB
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type Apartment
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lease Type Lease
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Available 19/02/2022
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Pets No
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including Air Conditioning
Split System
Ensuite
Built-In-Robes
Intercom
Secure Parking

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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